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Events

Poster presentation at the workshop "Advanced sorption technologies and their applications", Empa, Dübendorf, 18 – 19 May, 2015
Publications

Full-page article about THRIVE published in TagesAnzeiger, July 26, 2015:

Varia

Creation of a YouTube video and Flickr gallery explaining the THRIVE project for a broader public. The video has – in September 2015 - more than 10'000 clicks:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6kuFYcbnTeg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ibm_research_zurich/sets/72157651308697141/

Project announcement was covered on various important platforms:
http://ibmresearchnews.blogspot.ch/2015/07/crazy-science-easing-strain-on-energy.html
http://www.empa.ch/plugin/template/empa/3/160016/-/-/l=2